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In this paper, we developed a virtual model predicting the tool deflection induced surface error and investigated the

sensitivity and direction of the maximum surface error in various tool geometries and cutting conditions. The characteristics

of the error were classified into the axial sensitive, radial sensitive, robust, overcut, and overlap zones according to the

depth of cut. The maximum surface error was sensitive to the uncertainty of the radial depth of cut and robust to axial

depth variation at the finishing process using a small radial depth of cut. The radial sensitivity was reduced by a large helix

angle of tool. The sensitivity was decreased by increasing the depth of cut and it arrived at zero in the robust zone where

the maximum surface error was not changed by both radial and axial depths of cut. An overcut occurred if axial and radial

depths were deep and the overcut zone was enlarged by the helix angle and the number of teeth.
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1. Introduction

The machining tolerances of the precision molds and the

aerospace parts are becoming tighter to produce high quality

automobiles and aircrafts. The vertical surfaces of them parallel to

the spindle axis are machined by the side teeth of an end mill

which is deflected by a cutting force in process. The static

deflection of the end mill produces the surface error of which the

maximum value should be smaller than the design tolerance of

them. So, the maximum surface error satisfying the design

tolerance should be predicted at the cutting condition and tool

geometry selection step in virtual space. In draft, a unilateral

tolerance is used when a target dimension is given along with a

tolerance that allows variation to occur in only one direction. In

expensive aircraft part or precision mold machining, the overcut is

un-recoverable defect to be predicted and avoided. So, the

direction of the surface error named undercut and overcut should

be predicted in machining process planning step. The virtual model

includes error caused from the resolution and the discretization

algorithm. For example, the z-map model is precise to vertical

direction but includes large error same to the grid interval to the

other directions. The real workpiece fabricated by bulk forming or

rough machining process includes geometrical errors which could

be transferred to the finishing surface error. So, the sensitivity of

the maximum surface error to the uncertainty of the workpiece

geometry should be researched.

The cutting force models that adoptable to tool deflection and

surface error prediction were developed by many researchers.1-11

The instantaneous cutting force of endmill is calculated by adding

element cutting forces along the tooth engaged in workpiece.

Kline, Montgomery, and Li developed geometric cutter-workpiece

models for end milling.1-3 The element cutting forces of the finite

teeth engaged in workpiece are calculated by multiplying chip cross

section with cutting pressure coefficient extracted empirically.4-8

Koenigsberger4 introduced the cutting force coefficients to predict

the cutting forces under the assumption that the tangential component
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of cutting forces is proportional to the un-deformed chip area.

Budak8 proposed an orthogonal cutting geometry-based method to

predict cutting pressure coefficients. Shin and Waters9 introduced a

concept of instantaneous pressure coefficients which was possible

to extract a range of coefficients from a single sweep of the cutter

using effective chip thickness. Ko and Cho10 demonstrated, with a

ball endmill, that instantaneous pressure coefficient from one

cutting geometry can be applied to different geometries. Li and

Shin11 used the model to simulate chatter in time domain. Among

the different cutting force models, this research selected the model

of Shin which can be applied to various geometries.

The shape of the surface error was calculated by the cutting

force and tool deflection model.12-16 Kline13 developed an end

milling model to predict static forces and predicted surface errors

by considering static deflection model of cutting tool and

workpiece. Sutherland14 improved the model by considering a

cutting force feedback using a static deflection model. Desai15

classified the type of the surface error in peripheral milling based

on the radial depth of cut and axial depth of cut. Chiang16 analyzed

the shape and kink position of a surface error profile by the axial

and radial immersion angle and flute space angle in down milling

and up milling. These studies showed that heavy cutting conditions

of large cutting depth result in a kinked surface profile and did not

consider that the maximum surface error satisfying the design

tolerance should be predicted at the cutting condition and tool

geometry selection step.

There were feed per tooth optimization and successive down

and up milling researches to adjust the required tolerance of

aerospace and mold industry.17-20 Budak17 predicted maximum

surface error for different radial width of cut and feed per tooth in

up milling and minimize the ratio of maximum dimensional error

to the material removal per revolution. He18 predicted cutting

forces and dimensional surface errors due to deflections of the tool

and plate structures, and scheduled feeds along the tool path to

keep the surface errors within the specified limit. Ryu investigated

the different surface errors in down milling and up milling of die

and mold and reduced the surface error using successive down and

up milling process.19,20 Most of these researches used large axial

depth of cut conditions and does not considered the sensitiveness

of the maximum surface error to the workpiece error.

The mirror method that moves tool location points to revers

opposite direction of the error iteratively was researched to shift the

surface error near to the design position.21-24 Dépinc21 predicted

and compensated milled surface for various radial depth of cut

using a contact point method, cutting force model, and cantilever

beam model. Rao22 adopted deflection model of Kline to predict

the average value of feature error in curved tool paths. These

researches selected half or quarter emersion down milling used in

heavy rouging process in which the precision is not important

compared to material removal rate. Habibi23 and Soori24

compensated tool deflection and the geometrical error of machine

tool together by tool path modification. But the machining process

was limited to rectangular groove. The FEM analysis was adopted

to cover the deformation of thin pate and complex 3D aerospace

parts.25-28 Wan25,26 predicted maximum surface error for different

radial width of cut and feed per tooth in down milling of thin-

walled workpiece and controlled the surface error by feed per tooth

and tool path point simultaneously. Li27,28 compensated the

deformation induced surface error via regulate tool path point and

tool orientation in the five-axis flank milling of the flexible blades.

Most of these researches have neglected the geometric uncertainty

of the virtual model caused from the resolution and the discretization

algorithm. The surface of the real workpiece fabricated by bulk

forming or rough machining process is different to the digital

model too. So, the sensitivity of the maximum surface error to the

uncertainty of the workpiece geometry should be researched.

This paper researches the sensitivity and the direction of the

maximum surface error in end milling. Especially, the depth of cut

is classified to sensitive, robust and overcut zone by the

sensitiveness and direction of the maximum surface error in up

milling. The surface error prediction model is programed with C++

language based on the physical models of previous researches

which is verified. The maximum surface errors are calculated in

various tool geometries and cutting conditions in virtual space. The

sensitivity of it at the finishing process with small depth of cut, the

robustness of it at the medium depth of cut, and the over cut at the

large depth of cut in up milling are investigated.

2. Cutting Force and Surface Error Prediction Model

2.1 Cutting Force Model

The cutting force models that adoptable to tool deflection and

surface error prediction were developed by many researchers.1-11

Among the different cutting force models, this research selected

the model of Shin9-11 which can be applied to various geometries.

The cutting force is simulated with friction cutting pressure,

normal cutting pressure and chip flow angle in of peripheral

milling based on the cutting force model of the previous research.

The cutting edge of the flat endmill is divided into small

elements with the width w along the axial distance of the tool. The

normal component fn and friction component ff of the element

cutting forces are calculated by the instantaneous cutting pressure

coefficients kn, kf, the uncut chip thickness tc, and the width.
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(1)

The static chip thickness is calculated by the feed per tooth ft

and the tool rotation angle θ. The chip thickness considers the

runout length ρ, tool runout angle λ, and lag angle of cutter ψ.

(2)

The element forces are transformed into the component in the

tangential, radial and axial coordinate system, represented by ft, fr,

and fa, respectively with the radial rake angle ηr, the helix angle ηh

and chip flow angle ηc.

(3)

They are transformed into the force components fx, fy and fz in

the global Cartesian coordinate system and they are added into the

resultant cutting forces.

(4)

2.2 Cutting Force Model Validation

The cutting force model programmed by C++ in this research

was validated by comparing the simulation results to the

experiment in the previous research with tool diameter 19.05 mm,

chip flow angle 26.4o, the cutting pressure coefficient (Unit psi),

and aluminum 7075-T6 workpiece.11

(5)

Fig. 1 shows the cutting force with 1.27 mm radial depth of cut,

6.1 mm axial depth of cut, 0.254 mm feed per tooth, and 0.015 mm

runout. The simulated cutting forces in solid lines are good

agreement with the tested results of the reference in dots.

2.3 Surface Error Prediction

The surface error is predicted by the tool deflection calculated

according to the tool rotational angle and the axial distance from

the tool tip.12-20 The tool deflection is calculated by dividing the

cutting force with the stiffness of it 2.2 MN/m which was measured

in the previous research.11 The feed directional deflection and the

cusp height were neglected and only the surface normal directional

displacement was used to predict surface error. The patterns of the

simulated surface error in Fig. 2 were compared to that of the

previous researches. The tool rotation angle and the cutting force

when the cutting edge generates the surface are shown inside the

dot line window. The pattern of the Y directional cutting force in

the window is same to the shape of the surface error graph.

In down milling with small axial depth of cut, the surface error

is the largest at the tool tip and reduced to zero at the top surface

because the cutting force is large when the bottom cutting edge

starts to generate the surface and decreased to zero with decreasing

engaged section as shown in Fig. 2(a). The shape of the surface

error is good agreement to the experimental results of Desai15 and

the simulation of Ryu.20 In large axial depth of cut condition, the

maximum surface error keeps a constant from the tool tip to some

distance as shown Fig. 2(b) because the maximum cutting forces

are constant under the conditions of small radial depth of cut and

large axial depth of cut. The shape of the surface error is good

agreement to the experiment of Ryu.19

In up milling, the surface error is zero at the tool tip because all

the other edges are not cutting when the bottom cutting edge starts

cutting with zero chip thickness. The surface error is increase with

the distance from the tool tip and becomes the maximum at the top

surface of workpiece as shown in Fig. 2(c) because the cutting

force increase with tool rotation angle and the axial distance from

the tool tip. The pattern of the surface error is good agreement to

the experiment of Chiang.16 The up milling in heavy cutting

condition with 18.3 mm axial depth of cut and 5.08 mm radial

depth of cut produces overcut as shown in Fig. 2(d). The Y

directional cutting force is increased from beginning of tool

rotation until the peak angle θp and decreased as tool rotate more.

The peak angle was 0.44 rad in the simulation of this research. It is

changed to negative Y direction at the critical rotation angle θc

which was 0.74 rad in this simulation. The surface error is also

small undercut with the distance from the tool tip and changed to
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large overcut after 12.4 mm like the cutting force pattern.

This chapter showed the surface error in heavy cutting conditions

and the patterns which were same to the research of Desai15 and

Chiang16 who classified the type of the surface error in peripheral

milling based on the radial depth of cut and axial depth of cut.

3. Maximum Surface Error

3.1 Experiment in Virtual Space

The maximum cutting error caused by tool deflection should be

smaller than the designed tolerance when the tool geometry and

Fig. 2 Cutting force and surface error
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cutting condition are decided in peripheral milling. Chapter 2

introduced static cutting forces and surface error prediction

software developed with C++ language based on the mathematical

model of previous researches. In this chapter, the maximum

surface error was predicted in various tool geometry and cutting

condition in virtual space.

The milling tool and material are the same as in the previous

chapter, the number of teeth was changed to 2 and 4 teeth and the

helix angle was changed from 15 to 60 degrees in 15 degrees

intervals. The radial depth of cut was changed from 0.1 to 9 mm,

which was slightly smaller than the tool radius, and the axial depth

of cut was varied from 1 to 30 mm. Total 53 thousand experiments

that were impossible in the real space could be simulated with

developed software in virtual space. Among them, the maximum

error of the flat end mill with two teeth and 45 degrees helix angle

is shown in Fig. 3.

This paper focused on the maximum surface error that should be

predicted at the machining process planning step to satisfy the

design tolerance. In expensive aircraft part or precision mold

machining, the overcut is un-recoverable defect to be predicted and

avoided. So, the direction of the surface error named undercut and

overcut should be predicted in machining process planning step.

The virtual model includes error caused from the resolution and the

discretization algorithm. The real workpiece fabricated by bulk

forming or rough machining process includes geometrical errors

which could be transferred to the finishing surface error. So, the

sensitivity of the maximum surface error to the uncertainty of the

workpiece geometry should be researched.

3.2 Five Property Zones

This paper classifies the axial depth of cut and radial engaged

length based on the sensitiveness and the direction of the maximum

surface error. The separated five zones are axial sensitive, radial

sensitive, robust, overcut, and overlap zone as shown in Fig. 3.

The Y directional cutting force that produces surface error starts

from zero and increases as radial engagement increases. Both

radial depth of cut and axial depth of cut increased the maximum

error and the region is named sensitive zone because the surface

error is changed by the depth of cut conditions. In down milling,

the graph is divided to the axial sensitive zone in left surface where

the axial depth of cut is small and the radial sensitive zone in right

surface where the radial depth of cut is small as shown in Fig. 3(a).

The maximum error is sensitive to one condition and robust to the

other conditions and the axial sensitive and radial sensitive zone

are divided by the helix angle of cutter as shown in Fig. 3(b). The

sensitive direction of the maximum surface error to the radial depth

or the axial depth of cut is changed by the ratio of the tool radius r, Fig. 3 Five property zones of maximum surface error
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the radial engaged angle θr, the axial depth of cut da and the helix

angle β in Eq. (6). If the left term is small maximum surface error

is sensitive to radial depth and in the other case it is sensitive to

axial depth of cut.

(6)

If two teeth are engaged into the workpiece at the same time,

double cutting forces enlarge machining error. It happens when the

axial depth of cut and the helix angle of tool are larger than the arc

length between teeth as Eq. (7), where nt is the number of teeth.

(7)

In the up milling, the maximum surface error does not increase by

the depth of cut after the Y directional cutting force arrives to

maximum value at the peak angle. The region in which the

maximum error does not change even when the depth of cut is

changed is named a robust zone as shown in Fig. 3(d). In the robust

zone, the radial engagement angle is greater than the peak angle θp,

and the product of the axial depth of cut and the tangent helix angle

is greater than the product of the radius and the peak angle as Eq. (8).

(8)

After the robust zone in the up milling, the Y component of the

cutting force decreases and crosses zero at the critical angle θc. The

overcut zone is after the critical angle where the direction of

cutting force and surface error is negative. The robust zone and

overcut zone exist in up milling but is not in down milling because

two zones are caused by the maximum and negative value of Y

directional cutting forces.

3.3 Sensitive and Overlap Zone in Down Milling

The maximum value of the surface error is the tolerance given

in draft and the finishing endmill and cutting condition is decided

to accept the value. In this paper the tool geometry and the depth of

cut were changed and simulated the maximum surface error. The

maximum surface error of down milling in various tool geometry

and the depths of cut is shown in Fig. 4. The area is classified to

axial sensitive, radial sensitive, and overlap zone. The robust and

overcut zone does not exist because the Y directional component

of the cutting force increases continuously in down milling. The

maximum surface error of finished surface is changed by the axial

depth of cut or the radial depth of cut in end milling process as

shown in Figs. 4(a) and 4(b). The graph is divided to the axial

sensitive zone in left surface where the axial depth of cut is small

rθr <or> da tanβ

da tanβ r
2π

nt

------>

θp θr & rθp da βtan≤≤

Fig. 4 The maximum error of down milling in various helix angle,

flute and cutting depth
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and the radial sensitive zone in right surface where the radial depth

of cut is small. The radial depth of cut does not increase cutting

error in axial sensitive zone where the axial depth of cut is small

compared to the radial depth of cut. 

But the large radial depth that makes two flutes cut together

increases the error in case of the fore teeth endmill as shown in Fig.

4(d). The axial depth of cut does not increase cutting error until

single tooth engaged in workpiece in radial sensitive zone where

the radial depth of cut is small compared to the axial depth of cut.

In the overlap zone where the axial depth is over the critical depth

the error is increased double because two flutes cut together at the

same time. The large helix angle in Figs. 4(c) and the increased

number of teeth in 4(d) decreases the critical axial depth that two

flutes are engaged in cutting at the same time. So, the productivity

of the peripheral finish milling defined by the machining area over

the required time can be maximized by increasing the axial depth

of cut until it does not over the critical depth where two teeth

engaged in workpiece.

3.4 Robust and Overcut Zone in Up Milling

The up milling remains smaller surface error compared to down

milling but the over cut happens at large axial and radial depth of

cut condition. This paper simulates the undercut and overcut of the

up milling and discusses the effect of the tool geometry and cutting

condition.

The radial depth and the maximum surface error graph when the

helix angle of tool is 30 is classified to axial sensitive, robust and

overlap zones based on the depth and slope of the graph in Fig.

5(a). The absolute maximum error is almost constant in robust

zone until radial depth of cut is 3.2 mm, which is same to the

experiment of Budak,17 and increase again after this value

considerably in overcut zone. The robust zone is undercut where

the axial depth of cut is smaller than 14 mm or the radial depth of

cut is smaller than 3.2 mm. A large overcut happens if both radial

and axial depth of cut is bigger than these critical values.

The axial depth and the maximum surface error graph when the

helix angle is 45 is shown in Fig. 5(b). The robust zone is undercut

where the axial depth of cut is smaller than 9 mm. The helix angle of

tool decreases the axial depth of cut required to get undercut surface

in up milling. The large overcut happens if axial depth of cut is

bigger than 30 mm in which case two teeth are engaged in cutting at

the same time. In the other conditions undercut or overcut happens

by the combination of axial and radial depth of cut.

The undercut and overcut are drawn separately in Fig. 6 when

the helix angle of the endmill is 45. The axial sensitive, radial

sensitive and robust zones are under cut. The maximum surface

error is sensitive to the axial depth of cut but it is not affected by

radial depth of cut in the axial sensitive zone where the axial depth

of cut is smaller than 4 mm. In the radial sensitive zone where the

radial depth of cut is smaller than 1 mm the maximum surface

error is increased by radial depth of cut but not changed by axial

depth of cut until axial depth is smaller than overlap zone. If depth

of cut is increased a little more there are a robust zone where the

maximum surface error is not increased by the depth of cut. The

maximum undercut in the rigid zone is 38 µm which is affected by

the helix angle of tool.

The large overcut happens in the overcut and overlap zones

where the cutting depth is large shown in Fig. 6(b). The overcut

data larger than 100 µm which is not interesting in finish milling

process is cut off in the overcut graph. The robust undercut is

changed to overcut zone if the axial depth of cut is bigger than 9

mm and the radial depth of cut is bigger than 3.2 mm. The overcut

happens at the overlap zone where the axial depth of cut is larger

than 30 mm. The axial depth of cut condition of overlap zone is

decreased when helix angle is increases.

To evaluate the relation of the tool geometry with the maximum

surface error, the helix angle of the endmill was changed from 15

to 60 and the number of teeth was changed from two to four in Fig. 7.

Fig. 5 The relation of depth of cut and maximum error of up milling
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The overcut region in overcut zone and overlap zone are enlarged

along the axial depth of cut axis as the helix angle of the tool

increases in Figs. 7(a)-7(c). It is because the radial engaged angle

where the Y directional cutting force decrease to negative value

happens at smaller axial depth of cut if helix angle is increased.

The axial depth of the overlap zone is decreased when the helix

angle is increased. The number of flutes decreased the radial depth

of cut and axial depth of cut condition of the overcut zone shown

in Fig. 7(d). It does not change maximum undercut in robust zone

and the maximum surface error in sensitivity zone where the radial

and axial depth of cut is small.

The maximum undercut in the rigid zone and the axial depth

condition starting overcut is decreased by the helix angle of the

tool as shown in Fig. 8. The tool with large helix angle is better to

reduce the undercut in robust zone as shown in Fig. 8(a).

Reversely, the tool with smaller helix angle is better to avoid

overcut as shown in Fig. 8(b).

Fig. 6 Maximum undercut and overcut of up milling with 45 helix

angle

Fig. 7 The maximum error of up milling in various helix angle, flute

and cutting depth
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3.5 Sensitivity to Uncertainty

The 3D workpiece model in virtual machining includes error

and the real stock prepared by forming or rough machining process

is rough. Because the error of stock could be transferred to the final

surface through the finishing process the sensitivity of the

maximum surface error to the uncertainty of the radial depth of cut

and axial depth of cut is researched in this paper. The partial

derivative of the maximum error along the axial depth of cut is

defined as the axial sensitivity. The radial sensitivity of the

maximum error is the partial derivative of the graph along the

radial depth of cut. The uncertainty of the radial depth of cut and

the axial depth of cut is transferred to the uncertainty of the

maximum error.

The radial depth of cut and the maximum surface error graph

when helix angle of the tool is 30o and the number of tooth is two

is shown in Fig. 9. The sensitivity zone of down milling in Fig.

9(a) is wide as shown. The maximum error is sensitive to the radial

depth of cut and it is robust to the axial depth of cut at radial

sensitive zone where the radial depth is small and the axial depth is

large. The slope of the graph is the sensitiveness of the maximum

surface error to the uncertainty of the radial depth of cut. The radial

sensitivity is about 15% and it decreases by the radial depth of cut.

It means that the axial uncertainty of workpiece does not affect to

the surface error but the radial undercity of workpiece is

transferred to the error of finishing surface. In virtual machining,

the vertical precision of discretized 3D workpiece geometry does

not affects to the surface error simulation result but about the radial

directional precision of the model reduces the reliability of to the

maximum surface error prediction results.

The fluctuation of stock geometry is transferred to the maximum

surface error if it is sensitive direction but it does not affect to the

error if it is robust direction. About 30% of the stock geometry

error along the radial direction is transferred to the maximum

surface error of finished surface if the axial depth of cut is larger

than 10 mm in Fig. 9(a). The radial error is not transferred to the

maximum surface error if the axial depth of cut is smaller than

5 mm. So, precise finishing is possible by reducing the axial depth

of cut.

In the axial sensitive zone where the radial depth is large and

Fig. 8 Helix angle and maximum undercut and overcut depth in up

milling

Fig. 9 Radial sensitivity of maximum surface error at helix angle 30
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axial depth is small, the maximum error is robust to the radial

depth of cut but it is sensitive to axial depth of cut. The axial

sensitivity is about 1.3% and it is increased little by axial depth of

cut. In this case, the uncertainty of the radial depth of cut does not

affect to the finishing surface and small portion of axial depth

change is affects to the maximum error. It also means that the

resolution of discretized workpiece geometry affects little to the

prediction of surface error in axial sensitive condition.

The sensitivity zone of up milling is finished at the radial depth

0.6 mm and robust zone where the maximum surface error is not

changed is continued until the radial depth 3.2 mm as shown in

Fig. 9(b). The radial sensitivity is about 22% and it decreases by

the radial depth of cut and become zero at the robust zone. The

maximum surface error is affected by the uncertainty of the radial

depth of cut in the sensitive zone. The maximum surface error is

fixed to 57 µm and does not changed by the uncertainty of the

radial depth of cut and axial depth of cut if the at the robust zone.

So, the robust zone in up milling is the best cutting condition to get

same maximum surface error when the tolerance of input workpiece

geometry is large.

The sensitivity at the various helix angle of the tool was

investigated as shown in Fig. 10. The radial sensitivity is decreased

when the helix angle of tool is increased but the axial sensitivity is

very small and is not changed by the helix angle. The number of

teeth does not affect to the sensitivity. The large helix angle of tool

is effective to decreases the radial sensitivity at the finishing

process with small radial depth of cut.

4. Conclusion

This paper investigated the sensitivity of the maximum surface

error in finishing condition and the overcut in up milling with large

depth of cut using the tool deflection and surface error prediction

software developed with C++ language based on the mathematical

model of previous researches. The maximum surface error was

predicted in various tool geometry and cutting condition.

The condition area was classified to axial sensitive, radial

sensitive, robust, overcut and overlap zone based on the sensitivity

and the direction of the maximum surface error. The sensitive

direction is changed by radial engagement angle, axial depth of cut

and helix angle of tool. The maximum surface error is sensitive to

the uncertainty of the radial depth of cut and robust to axial depth

variation at the finishing process using small radial depth of cut.

The radial sensitivity is reduced by large helix angle of tool.

The robust zone and overcut zone happen in up milling where

the Y directional cutting force is increased to the maximum value

and decreased to minus value. The sensitiveness is decreased by

increasing depth of cut and arrives to zero at the robust zone of up

milling where the maximum surface error is not changed by both

radial and axial depth of cut. The overcut happens when the axial

and radial depth of cut is increased large or two flues are engaged

in together. The depth of cut should be decreased to avoid overcut

in up milling when the number of tooth and the helix angle of tool

are increased.
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